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FCPA Guide: What Industry Wanted, What Industry Got 

 

Law360, New York (November 16, 2012, 1:09 PM ET) -- What’s in a name? 
Judging by the 120-page Foreign Corrupt Practices Act resource guide published 
Nov. 14, a lot. Prosecutors cherish their discretion. So it should come as no 
surprise that instead of publishing “guidance” or “principles” laying out a 
definitive roadmap for FCPA compliance, the U.S. Department of Justice and 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission created a mini-treatise dubbed a 
“resource guide.” 
 
The new guide will surely be a valuable resource. It provides useful guideposts 
for compliance professionals, outside counsel, and even prosecutors. Much will 

be written about the “ins” and “outs” of the guide in the coming weeks, but a broader question looms: 
Will the guide effectively end efforts to amend the FCPA, or will industry mobilize again to push for 
legislative reform? Let’s review what leading industry groups wanted and what they actually got: 
 

Compliance Programs 
 
Industry groups have long sought more clarity on the essential elements of an effective compliance 
program. The guide does not offer bright-line rules, but it does catalogue what FCPA enforcers view as 
the “hallmarks of effective compliance programs.” While most of the substance is a roll-up of state-of-
the-art compliance elements drawn from recent enforcement actions, the guide provides 
comprehensive “one-stop” shopping on the government’s current views of effective compliance. 
 

Voluntary Disclosure 
 
Industry groups have pressed for a clearer articulation of the benefits of voluntary disclosure — as 
distinct from cooperating with the government in an enforcement action and remediating the 
misconduct. The guide does not quantify the benefits of voluntary disclosure, instead opting for the 
common refrain that “DOJ and SEC place a high premium on self-reporting, along with cooperation and 
remedial efforts.” While not satisfying for those who clamor for more certainty on the precise benefits 
of voluntary disclosure, this broad statement may be the most the government can say, given the 
boundaries set by broader agency guidance, such as the Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business 
Organizations. 
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Definition of Foreign Official 
 
Industry groups have pushed for clearer definitions of “instrumentality” and “foreign official,” noting 
that the multifactor tests adopted by federal courts give little concrete guidance. Although the guide 
sticks to the tests developed in recent cases, the enforcement agencies confirmed that an entity with 
minority government ownership or control seldom will constitute an instrumentality. 
 

Parent-Subsidiary Liability 
 
Industry groups sought confirmation that parent company liability under the anti-bribery provisions 
extends only to cases where the parent authorized, directed, or controlled its subsidiary’s bad acts. The 
guide is not so generous. It asserts that a parent also may be held liable “under traditional agency 
principles” (even without direct involvement in the bad acts). 
 

Successor Liability 
 
Industry groups sought confirmation that pre-acquisition conduct by an acquired company will not 
typically result in enforcement action if the acquirer conducts reasonable due diligence. The guide says 
that enforcement action is unlikely unless there are “egregious and sustained violations,” or where the 
acquirer is involved in or fails to stop the misconduct post-acquisition. The guide also confirms that an 
acquisition does not retroactively create FCPA liability based on the conduct of a company not 
previously subject to the statute. Although companies will still grapple with the scope of pre-acquisition 
due diligence, the guide does set forth a clearer road map for companies to follow after an acquisition. 
 

Intent Requirement for Corporate Liability 
 
Industry groups have pressed for clarification that corporate criminal liability requires “willful” conduct 
by an individual. The guide asserts, however, that “[p]roof of willfulness is not required to establish 
corporate criminal or civil liability, though proof of corrupt intent is.” 
 

Gifts, Travel, and Entertainment 
 
Industry groups have pushed for clarity that de minimus gifts and hospitality will not result in 
enforcement. The guide provides several hypotheticals illustrating permissible gifts, travel, and 
entertainment. The hypotheticals will give companies some measure of certainty with respect to 
particular activities, but companies will surely continue to face thorny issues in this challenging area of 
compliance. 
 
Industry groups had a long wish list. As with most things in life, not all wishes can be granted. But public 
statements suggest that the industry groups seem generally pleased with the balance struck in the 
guide. While more could still be done to respond to industry concerns, such reforms in FCPA 
enforcement may now be possible only through an act of Congress or through developments in the 
courts. Until then, the guide will become the resource of first reference for FCPA compliance 
professionals, practitioners and prosecutors alike. 
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